
CLOUD KITCHEN: CRABHOLE, KOLKATA

Brought to U by Hotel Sandybay, Shankarpur
 An unit of Blueview Enterprise Pvt. Ltd.

In quest of reviving forgotten Bengali cuisine, we present some 
Exotic Bengali dishes along with few Indian and Chinese platter 

One of the cleanest kitchens of the Town 

For Orders Call Us:

9735 201 083

Home
deliveryPreordered

Delivery will be available
only on Sunday.

Mouth-watering Authentic
Biryani served in

a sealed Eathen pot 

Fresh and supreme
quality  ingredients to tentalize

the test buds 

Every order freshly prepared
on pre ordered basis. 

No Food colour,
no Dalda

Used only homemade
Biryani Masala 

Only/-

HOMEMADE DELICIOUS HANDI BIRYANI 
NOW SERVING

1. Crabhole Special -Awadhi Mutton Biryani, 
2. Crabhole Special low fat- Chicken Handi Biryani

What We Are Up to:

Our COVID 19 Prevention Policy:

Stay At Home And Safely Order For Restaurant Like Food Prepared At Home Kítchen  Like Environment

Unprecedented situations like present one calls for unique measures and out of the box ideas to bring back life on track, steer clearing all 
the obstacles. Fear of catching virus due to this pandemic has taken away weekend outings from our life, compelling us to compromise 
with our test bud being locked at home. But life can't go like this for ever. So we have to pad up and go out to play. After a six months long 
wait and watch, taking the stock of the situation, We, Hotel Sandy Bay took our 25 years old restaurant Crabhole in cloud kitchen mode 
with guarded measures to serve you safe- efficient and healthy way. During this emergency situation we are delivering only few selected 
items pre -ordered basis. The dishes are being prepared at home kitchen environment under the guidance of more than 25 years of 
experienced professionals. So that U can get best of both; Hygienic food prepared and served to U in a Highly professional way.

Your safety is our first and foremost priority. In an endeavour to ensure the same, we have formed a closed group of limíted work force for 
procurement- preparation- packing and percale with restricted exposer to outer world to minimise chances of catching the virus from 
outside. Apart from taking all necessary precautions during work, all these members remain self-isolated and protected after work at 
Company monitored sanitised accommodation and are not exposed to public places or gatherings. This reduce chances of catching the 
virus from outside many a fold. They are regularly monitored and we ensure none of them has ever been infected with the virus or came 
in close contact with any infected person till date. The moment we will find any one mber has comes close contact to any infected person 
or has got infected with the virus, we will immediately isolate the person and stop our operation for at least 14 days and start again with 
fresh guards.



Fabulos Fishes……………… মােছ ভােত বাঙালী
Parse Begun jhal
Ruhu-posto (                   )
Bhetki Bhapa (                         )
Doi Hilsa/ Methi Hilsa (                                    )
Gandharaj Fish 
Grilled Pomfret Fish with Panfried Vegitables
Pomfret Posto

Sesh pate Chatni
Crabhole Special-Amsotto -Khejur -Tomato -Kajuer Chatni

Desert……. 03.
Caramel Custered
Egg Pudding 

Gulabjamun with Rabdi
Home baked Rashmalai

Home made Sweets of your Choice

Sesam Chicken 
Methi Chicken
Mutton Kosha
Motton Dopeanja
Mutton korma

Crab n Prawn…………...
Kochu Pata Bhapa Chingri ( ভাপা িচংিড ়)
Prawn dopeyanja 
Chili Prawn
Dab Chingri ( ডাব িচংিড় )
Crab Curry
Crab Malai Curry
Chilli crab

Chicken O Mottun………….Nonstop Nonveg 
Chicken Dhonepata ( িচেকন ধেনপাতা )
Garlic Chicken
Lemon Pepper Chicken 
Gandharaj Chicken (                        )
Chicken Kofta curry
Honey Garlic Smelled Chicken

Sanacks……...যখন তখন01.
Egg -Prawn Devil
Fish Finger
Chicken Satay 
  

Main Course…. এেসা বেসা আহাের02.
Daler Bahar ( ডােলর বাহার )
Mug dal with Matar suti/Phoolkopi (                                                   )
Mug dal Ucche diae (                                      )
Chingri diae Biulir Dal ( চিংড ়িদেয ি়বিউলির ডাল )
Narkel diae Cholar Dal (                                          )

মটরসুঁ ট ফুলকিপ িদেয় গমু ডাল/

Pranjurano Posto (                               ) 
Potol Posto (                  )
Dim Posto (                 )

Potol chera Pod (                          )
Potoler Dorma (                        )
pur bhora Doi Potol (               )

Some more Bengalidishes………
Begun Basanti (                     )
Stu�ed Korola (                          )
Sta�ed Dam-Alu

পটল পদ

Crabhole's special Paturi….
Mocha Paturi (                    )
Chingri Paturi (                     ) 
Bhetki Paturi (                       )

Egg Dishes….....Eggeterian's delight
Harabhara Egg/ Palak Egg
Egg Bhapa ( িডেমর ভাপা ) 
Egg Malaicurry ( িডেমর মালাইকাির )
Kadai Egg ( কড়াই kosha িডম )

িচংিড় িদেয় িবউিলর ডাল

নারেকল িদেয় ডাল

Some more finger licking Crabhole

Special Dishes

Coming soon 

ORDER NOW
+91 9735 201 083

www.hotelsandybay.com


